Franklin Park last Saturday against went down to their first defeats at By New.

Freshman's winning time was 24:01.5.

The varsity lost 25-30 while the freshmen knocked out the Sophomores in the 3rd quarter.

Joe Miller Scores 3 Times For '52

One point after touchdown proved to be the margin of victory as the Sophomores knocked out the freshmen, 20-19, in the Field Day football game. As the score indicates, the teams were quite evenly balanced, but the outcome depended on the breaks of the game.

The Sophomores would run away with the game. The first half was played off, the Sophomores picked up a fairly easy 3 points as their 12th man kicked the extra point and put it in the paydirt, Miller again carrying for the score. In the second half of the football game the Sophomores went ahead 26-19 and managed to stave off several frosh scoring threats to eke out a victory. Both teams were praised by Field Day official for their sportsmanlike attitude in the highly-contested game. Following the griddiron contest, the freshmen carried out the initiation of the annual tree-planting by setting out a sapling along the walk that connects the New Dorm and Briggs Field. The winning of these two events gave '52 the necessary points for a Field Day victory.
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In the last athletic event of the day, the Sophomores gave flight, the Freshman Class achieved its only victory. Well organized and second pull of the tug-of-war were completed, both of which were won opening knockout rounds. Although the Frosh showed some of its confidence shaken loose at this point it looked as if the Sophomores would run away with the game. One point after touchdown proved to be the margin of victory as the Sophomores knocked out the freshmen, 20-19, in the Field Day football game. As the score indicates, the teams were quite evenly balanced, but the outcome depended on the breaks of the game.
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